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Introduction
In nearly all of the examination scripts candidates had completed the required number 
of questions and question 2 was the only area where there were a noticeable number 
of entirely blank pages. There were almost no rubric offences such as answering both 
questions 3 and 4 or combining a) and b) sections from both questions 5 and 6. There was 
a wide variation in the numbers choosing the optional questions; approximately two-thirds 
of candidates choose question 3 rather than question 4 and around 90% of the entry chose 
question 6 in preference to question 5. Although the numbers choosing the optional element 
of Question 2 are not available as data gathered from scanned answer booklets it was clear 
that the vast majority of students chose Custer rather Red Cloud. 

This was the first examination of the revised 'strengthened' specification. The main change 
for this Depth Study Unit was the altered nature of the stimulus material in questions 3, 
4, 5b and 6b to two short bullet points and the mark scheme requirement for candidates 
to use information beyond the stimulus material to reach the higher marks within Levels 2 
and 3 for questions 3, 4, 5b, 6b. In 5b and 6b information beyond the stimulus is needed to 
enter Level 4. What was clearly noticeable is that some candidates were clearly answering 
a previously set question. This meant that their response might have had sufficient and 
accurate details but did not show an understanding of the focus of the set question and 
consequently was awarded very low Level 3 or high level 2.
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Question 1
Many of these responses began with 'the source shows', 'from this source I can infer/learn 
that' followed by an inference that explicitly supported by the source. The most frequent 
valid inferences made were about the Plains Indians' nomadic lifestyle by using evidence 
from the source such as the use of the horses and the tipi.

Where candidates did not reach level 2 it was invariably comments about what could be 
seen in the source. There were a few that wrote lengthy descriptions of the culture of the 
Plains Indians but without reference to the source at all. Such responses cannot be rewarded 
as this question has to assessed with Assessment Objective 3 - comprehension and source 
inference.

The candidate has made a valid inference about communal 
living and this is clearly supported by reference to the 
source. It is therefore Level 2 and full marks.

Examiner Comments
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Question 2
Most students selected Custer. At level 3 students explained his role in the wider conflict 
between settlers and Plains Indians and were not entirely focused on the Battle of Little 
Big Horn. These responses included Custer's role in the discovery of gold in the Black Hills, 
the implications this had for settlers and the reasons for changes in US government policy 
towards the Indians. Level 2 answers were typically predominantly narrative accounts of 
Custer which invariably focused on the Battle of Little Big Horn. These responses often had 
an impressive knowledge of Custer's army. In some instances these responses could be 
seen as addressing a relatively recently set question on mistakes made by Custer. Level 1 
comments were normally statements such as 'he led the US army at the Battle of Little Big 
Horn.'

Responses on Red Cloud at Level 3 explained his role in certain battles and his reaction to 
the signing of treaties. Many of these responses included Fetterman’s trap and the attacks 
which took place on the Bozeman trail, as well as Red Cloud’s ability to bring the tribes 
together. Level 2 responses were narrative or descriptive accounts of Red Cloud from the 
discovery of gold in Montana to the Fort Laramie Treaty. At Level 1 most responses were 
comments that could apply to any General or Indian Chief such as 'he led the US army' and 
'he led the Indians.' There were also examples of confusion between Red Cloud and other 
Indian Chiefs such as Black Kettle, Sitting Bull and Crazy Horse.
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This response is low Level 3. Most of the response is at 
Level 2 as it is a description and narrative account of 
Custer and the Battle of Little Big Horn. However there is 
a comment at the end of the first page which summarises 
Custer's actions as changing the policy towards the Plains 
Indians from negotiation to extermination. This comment 
makes the response low Level 3.

Examiner Comments
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Question 3
Nearly all of the responses at Levels 2 and 3 included varying degrees of accurate and 
relevant details on the railroads changing the lives of homesteaders with the coming of 
machinery and less isolation. The range of factors changing the lives of homesteaders in 
addition to those prompted by the stimulus material included developments in education, 
law enforcement, opportunities for employment and the increase in consumer goods. Some 
candidates also mentioned that the coming of the railroads led to the decline of some 
settlements. Level 3 answers were focused on a range of ways in which the coming of the 
railroads changed the lives of homesteaders with accurate and relevant details such as the 
changes brought by sod busters, wind pumps, barbed wire and threshers. Some candidates 
explained the change from subsistence farming to homesteaders making a profit. In terms 
of Isolation, candidates explained the growth of communities with the provision of schools, 
doctors, and law enforcement.

At level 2 the responses were more descriptive and with more generalisations about 
railroads usually making things faster and easier to keep in touch with family and friends. 
There were some examples of candidates describing the effects of the construction of 
railroads on the cattle industry or the lives of the Plains Indians. These responses were 
clearly addressing previous examination questions. Comments in level 1 were invariably so 
general that they could apply to a new transport system reaching a community at any point 
in history such as 'they could buy and sell easier' or 'they could travel more.'
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This is a high level 3 response. The candidate clearly 
focuses on the set question and uses a range of examples 
to show how the coming of the railroads changed the lives 
of the homesteaders. The reasons identified are supported 
with accurate and relevant details.

Examiner Comments
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Question 4
Nearly all of the responses at Levels 2 and 3 included varying degrees of accurate and 
relevant details on the ways in which cow towns and John Iliff contributed to the growth of 
the cattle industry after 1865. The range of factors contributing to the growth of the cattle 
industry after 1865 in addition to those prompted by the stimulus material included Joseph 
McCoy, the Goodnight-Loving trail, railroads, refrigerated wagons and the opening up of 
new markets in the East. Level 3 responses showed a range of factors that were supported 
with accurate details and showed particularly how the industry developed at different 
times. Occasional answers explained other the transition from trails to cow towns to open 
range ranching. Level 2 answers often included lengthy descriptions of cow towns. There 
were some candidates who confused Illiff with Goodnight with McCoy, as well as a few that 
were under the impression that refrigerated railroad wagons meant that cows could be 
transported across the USA without getting too hot.
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This response is low Level 3. There is focus on the 
set question with support but more accurate and 
relevant details are needed for a high Level 3 mark.

Examiner Comments
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Question 5
Question 5a

Level 3 responses identified problems specific to the Donner Party's migration West with 
almost all including the weather, the wagon train having a higher than average ratio of 
women and children, splitting up of the group and cannibalism. Many candidates also made 
reference to setting off late and the problems it caused, knew about Lansford Hastings and 
the cut off, crossing the salt plains and losing all their oxen. Some mentioned the Forlorn 
Hope and the various rescue missions. Level 2 responses were either descriptive or narrative 
accounts of the Donner Party's journey but without a focus on the problems faced or were 
an account of more general problems that would have been common to all wagon trains 
migrating West such as the length of the journey, lack of food, and bad weather. There were 
very few level 1 responses to this question.

Question 5b

Most candidates used the stimulus on cattle rustling but the bullet point on the Wyoming 
Stock Growers association was frequently ignored suggesting that it was not familiar to most 
candidates. The most common own knowledge was the lynching of Averill and Watson and 
candidates were secure in their understanding. Most candidates understood the focus of the 
question in attributing blame for the Johnson County War. Level 4 answers were aware of 
the context of the outbreak of the war as well as the war itself and there was clear weighing 
up of the argument as to the extent to which each side was responsible for the conflict. At 
level 3 candidates were able to describe the problems between homesteaders and cattlemen 
and develop an explanation on who was to blame. At level 2 most responses described the 
Johnson County War and often gave narrative accounts of the Watson and Averill case. 
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Question6
Question 6a 

Level 3 answers had a sense of contextualising the almost non-existent framework for law 
and order based up the geographical size and large distances, the very rapid development 
of mining and cow towns and the problems of preventing conflict between various group in 
US society.The responses which achieved full marks were the responses which went on to 
discuss the geographical difficulties of law and order and the difficulties of receiving support 
from the east.

Most students focused on mining towns and claim jumping but some brought in the Johnson 
County War. There were some excellent accounts of miners courts focused around the 
gold rush. A significant number of students were able to reach the lower end of level 3 by 
showing an understanding of the wider law enforcement issues present during the period.

Many made reference to the absence of sheriffs in the West and a significant number 
referred to the problem of Sheriffs being corrupt. 

Level 2 answers tended to focus around the types of crime that vigilantes attempted to 
tackle such as claim jumping, fights and general crimes. There were very few level 1 
responses to this question.
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Question 6b

The range of factors contributing to migration West in the 1840s in addition to those 
prompted by the stimulus material often included the economic depression in the East 
and to a lesser extent Manifest Destiny. Unfortunately a significant number of students 
used material which was outside of the time frame of the question such as homesteading, 
government legislation, resettlement after the Civil War, the rise of the cattle industry and 
the construction of railroads. There were some excellent Level 4 answers which identified 
wealth in its widest form; not just gold but land and commercial prosperity as well as 
the economic hardships in the East and weighed up the extent to which this explains 
migration West in the 1840s against other relevant factors such as the persecution of the 
Mormons and the widespread belief in Manifest Destiny. There were also a few candidates 
who mentioned the farming crisis in the mid-West. At level 3 most candidates explained 
the Mormons and the Californian Gold Rush as examples to both refute and support the 
statement. Most candidates then explained depression in the East as a factor but were 
less likely to relate this to wealth. At level 2 many candidates gave descriptive answers of 
the Mormons migrating West and the Gold Rush but often this knowledge was not used to 
answer the set question. There were very few responses at Level 1 for this question.
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6a) This response is mid Level 2. It is a description of 
vigilantes with relevant support but is not a clear focus on 
their role in dealing with law and order. The response would 
also need more accurate detail for Level 3.

6b) This response is low Level 4. It has a sustained focus on 
the question and analyses the role of searching for wealth 
to explain migration West in the 1840s. The answer also 
attempts to assess the extent to which search for wealth 
was the main cause for the Mormons migrating west. The 
comments on the collapse of the bank are just sufficient 
as an aspect in addition to those provided by the stimulus 
material. More precisely-selected material would have 
secured a mark higher within Level 4.

Examiner Comments
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Paper Summary
On the basis of this year's paper candidates are offered the following advice to improve their 
performance in future tests:

• Focus on the set question rather than using a pre-prepared response to a previously set 
question.

• If there is a date range in the set question try to ensure that the response covers the full 
date range but does not give details outside of the given time frame.

• For questions 3 and 4, 5b and 6b include at least three factors or aspects in the 
response. This can be the two stimulus points and the candidates' own, one of the 
stimulus points and two of the candidates' own or three entirely of the candidates' own 
choices. Three factors or aspects are necessary for high Level 2 and 3 to be awarded in 
questions 3,4,5b and 6b and for Level 4 in questions 5b and 6b.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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